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                                 by Opinion Express / 09 April 2024 
                                 












On Tuesday, the Delhi High Court ruled that Arvind Kejriwal will stay in jail, dismissing his challenge to the March 21 arrest related to an alleged liquor policy scam. The court found his argument "not sustainable," especially given the Enforcement Directorate's assertion of evidence showing his involvement in formulating the now-revoked rule. Kejriwal, the Aam Aadmi Party leader, dubbed the "kingpin" of the scam by the ED, will remain in Delhi's Tihar Jail until April 15, per a previous city court directive. Despite the ED not seeking an extension of custody, they opposed Kejriwal's release, citing his lack of cooperation during interrogation sessions.
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The Income Tax Department has issued a fresh ?1,700 crore notice to the Congress party following the Delhi High Court's dismissal of the party's petition contesting previous tax notices. The new notice covers assessment years from 2017-18 to 2020-21, including penalties and interest charges.

Earlier, in February, the Income Tax department had flagged discrepancies in the party's tax filings, demanding ?200 crore. Subsequently, the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) directed the Congress to settle the dues and froze their accounts.

The Congress criticized the tax tribunal's decision to freeze its funds, labeling it as an "attack on democracy," especially given its timing just before the Lok Sabha elections.

Recently, the Delhi High Court upheld the initiation of tax reassessment proceedings against the Congress for four years, denying the party's petitions challenging the action. 
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Iran has urged the US to "step aside" as it readies a response to a suspected Israeli strike on its consulate in Syria, while Iran's proxy in the Middle East has warned of preparedness for war.

Mohammad Jamshidi, the Iranian president's deputy chief of staff for political affairs, conveyed Iran's caution to Washington, advising against getting entangled in Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's strategies. The US reciprocated by requesting Iran to avoid targeting American interests.

Reports indicate heightened US vigilance, anticipating a "significant" Iranian retaliation against Israeli or American assets in the region. Concerns within the Biden administration suggest potential attacks within Israel, particularly targeting military or intelligence installations rather than civilians.

In an unusual move, the US directly communicated to Iran about its lack of prior knowledge regarding Monday's strike in Damascus, aiming to avert potential retaliatory strikes against its forces or bases in the Middle East.

Iran has vowed to deliver a "slap" to Israel, though the timing and method—whether direct or through Lebanon-based proxy groups—are yet unclear.

The strike on the Iranian consulate in Damascus, resulting in the deaths of seven Iranians, including two generals, marked a significant escalation, as previous Israeli actions in Syria had targeted Iran-affiliated assets but not diplomatic premises.

Israel has heightened alertness, taking measures like canceling leave for combat troops, mobilizing reserves, and strengthening air defenses. Signal interference over Tel Aviv indicates precautions against potential drone or missile threats.

Hezbollah, Iran's prominent proxy, affirmed readiness for any confrontation with Israel but emphasized its non-interference in Iran's strategic decisions. This development underscores escalating tensions in the region, with implications for broader regional stability.








Hezbollah, the Middle East's most powerful militia, said the group hasn't used "its primary arsenal" in the daily skirmishes with Israel along the southern border of Lebanon since the start of the Israel-Hamas war last year. Hezbollah is "completely prepared and ready" for any war with Israel, Nasrallah said. 
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, arrested by the Enforcement Directorate (ED) in connection with an alleged liquor policy scam, appeared before the Rouse Avenue court in Delhi on Friday. The ED, represented by Additional Solicitor General SV Raju, sought custody for 10 days, citing compliance with the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA) and providing details to Mr. Kejriwal's relatives.












During the hearing, Mr. Raju portrayed Mr. Kejriwal as the central figure in the alleged scam, directly involved in implementing the policy and favoring the southern group. The ED also accused him of using proceeds of crime.

Mr. Kejriwal, the first sitting Chief Minister to face arrest, spent the previous night at the ED's office on Abdul Kalam Road in Delhi. His legal representation was led by senior advocate Vikram Chaudhari during the court proceedings.

Earlier, Mr. Kejriwal's legal team withdrew a Supreme Court plea challenging his arrest following the top court's rejection of a similar plea by Bharat Rashtra Samithi leader K Kavitha. The court advised Ms. Kavitha to follow protocol and file her appeal before the trial court first.

Given the court's response to Ms. Kavitha's petition, Mr. Kejriwal's legal team decided to withdraw its plea, anticipating a similar outcome. They believed pursuing the plea was redundant as Mr. Kejriwal had already been arrested, and the court had indicated a reluctance to entertain petitions solely based on influence or resources.

Despite the ongoing legal proceedings and nationwide protests triggered by Mr. Kejriwal's arrest weeks before a general election, his legal team maintains that he can continue as Delhi Chief Minister as he is only accused, not convicted, of any wrongdoing. Sources close to the legal team reiterated that Mr. Kejriwal's arrest should not impede his role as Chief Minister until proven guilty. 
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                                 by Opinion Express / 09 April 2024 
                                 On Tuesday, benchmark equity indices surged to unprecedented levels, with the BSE Sensex surpassing 75,000 points for the first time during early trading, and the Nifty reaching a new record high. The rally was primarily fueled by strong buying activity in IT stocks.

The 30-share BSE Sensex rose by 381.78 points, reaching an all-time high of 75,124.28, while the NSE Nifty gained 99 points, hitting a fresh peak of 22,765.30. This remarkable performance reflects the investor optimism and confidence in the market, particularly driven by the positive momentum in the IT sector.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 08 April 2024 
                                 







A solar eclipse occurs when the Moon moves between the Earth and the Sun, partially or completely blocking the Sun's light. This creates a shadow on Earth known as the "path of totality," where the Sun is entirely obscured. Within this narrow band, observers can witness a total solar eclipse, experiencing darkness akin to dawn or dusk.

The upcoming total solar eclipse on April 8, 2024, will be visible along a 185-kilometre path spanning Mexico, the US, and Canada. The event, lasting about two and a half hours, will feature totality for around four minutes and 27 seconds, significantly longer than the 2017 eclipse. However, it won't be observable from India.

For safety, skywatchers worldwide are advised to wear protective eyewear like certified eclipse glasses during the partial phases to avoid retinal damage from the Sun's intense brightness. Staring directly at the Sun, even during an eclipse, can lead to permanent eye injury or blindness.
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Opinion Express set of experienced astrologers have briefly predicted some important tips for our readers: 

Taurus: Infuse Positivity into Your Life As the eclipse unfolds in a more introspective part of your chart, maintaining a positive outlook is crucial. Take this time to delve into your dreams, emotions, and strategies for progress as you prepare for the upcoming New Moon in your sign next month. Reflecting on these aspects can provide clarity and motivation for the journey ahead.

Gemini: Embrace Organization While the eclipse season may bring some disruptions, Saturn's influence encourages methodical planning and organization. It's essential to double-check your communications, especially with Mercury Retrograde, and adapt gracefully to any changes that arise. Embracing a structured approach can help navigate challenges effectively.

Cancer: Embrace Freedom and Control This eclipse period offers transformative energy, empowering you to take more control and initiative in various aspects of your life. Celebrate your accomplishments and look forward to a promising future filled with newfound freedom and confidence in your abilities.

Leo: Foster Appreciation With the Aries Sun and Moon trine your sign, you're infused with abundant energy and vitality. The eclipse season has likely taught you valuable lessons about appreciating the direction your life is taking. Take time to acknowledge and celebrate your achievements, fostering a sense of gratitude for the journey thus far.

Virgo: Unleash Your Magic During this transit, you are the magician, capable of harnessing your inner strength and resilience. Embrace your unique talents and channel your energy positively towards your goals. It's also beneficial to open up and discuss your feelings with a trusted confidant, allowing for emotional release and clarity.

Libra: Trust Your Intuition The dreamlike quality of this period, amplified by insights from the Lunar eclipse in your sign, invites you to trust your intuition more deeply. Pay attention to subtle cues and inner guidance, allowing them to guide your decisions. Practice patience as events unfold, trusting that everything is aligning for your highest good.

Scorpio: Reflect and Evolve This eclipse cycle serves as a period of reflection and enlightenment for you. Take time to appreciate the beauty and charm within your relationships, viewing your partner and loved ones with fresh eyes. Embrace growth and evolution, both personally and in your connections with others.

Sagittarius: Prioritize Self-Care Balancing your personal and professional life is essential during this period. Embrace constructive feedback gracefully, using it as a tool for growth. Prioritize self-care practices that nourish your well-being, ensuring harmony and fulfillment in all areas of your life.

Capricorn: Share Your Talents Exploring your roots and personal history can boost confidence and inspire your creative endeavors. Embrace the empowerment gained from this journey, allowing yourself to share your talents and creative expression with the world. Your unique perspective and skills have the potential to make a meaningful impact.

Aquarius: Embrace Change Let go of fears and self-doubt as you embrace transformative change. Move forward with confidence, trusting in your abilities and the opportunities that come your way. Be your own advocate and envision a future filled with growth, resilience, and positivity.

Pisces: Embrace Love With Mars energizing your sign, you'll feel a renewed sense of passion and drive. This period offers opportunities for healing and elevating your relationships, both romantic and platonic. Embrace love in all its forms, nurturing connections that bring joy and fulfillment into your life.

Each astrological sign carries unique insights and opportunities for growth during this period, encouraging individuals to embrace their strengths, trust their intuition, and navigate challenges with resilience and positivity. Readers' discretion is advised. 
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Equity indices surged at the start of trading on Monday, with both the Sensex and Nifty hitting new highs, buoyed by positive sentiments in global markets and increased foreign fund investments. Reliance Industries' stock buying also contributed to the market's upward trend.

The BSE Sensex, comprising 30 major stocks, soared by 307.22 points to an unprecedented 74,555.44 early in the session, while the NSE Nifty rose by 79.6 points to 22,593.30. Subsequently, the Nifty peaked at a new high of 22,623.90, and the BSE Sensex reached 74,658.95, both setting fresh records.

Leading the gains in the Sensex were Tata Steel, Bajaj Finserv, Power Grid, Reliance Industries, Axis Bank, and JSW Steel, while Wipro and HDFC Bank experienced declines.

In Asian markets, Seoul and Tokyo were up, while Shanghai and Hong Kong showed downward trends. On Wall Street, there were gains on Friday.

Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) were active buyers, purchasing equities worth ?1,659.27 crore on Friday, as per exchange data.
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                                 Analyzing the 2024 Lok Sabha Elections: Domestic and Global Significance

                                 by Prashant Tewari / 05 April 2024 
                                 As 1.4 billion Indians gear up for the 2024 Lok Sabha elections, anticipation and speculation are at an all-time high regarding the potential outcomes and the broad impacts that these elections might have, both nationally and globally. The dynamics of alliances and coalitions are also poised for a shift in the upcoming elections. The
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party led National Democratic Alliance is seeking to consolidate its position and secure a renewed mandate, highlighting its achievements in governance, economic reforms, and national security. On the other hand, the opposition parties, including the Indian National Congress and various regional outfits, are aiming to forge alliances and present a united front against the incumbent government.

Key issues such as economic recovery post-pandemic, job creation, agrarian reforms, healthcare infrastructure, and national security are expected to feature prominently in the electoral discourse. The outcome of the elections will likely hinge on how effectively political parties address these pressing concerns and connect with the aspirations of the electorate, particularly the youth and marginalized communities.

The role of technology and social media in shaping political narratives and mobilizing voters cannot be overlooked. Digital campaigning, data analytics, and social media outreach have become integral components of modern-day electioneering, allowing parties to reach a wider audience and engage with voters on a personalized level. The 2024 elections are likely to witness an even greater reliance on digital platforms, with parties vying for digital supremacy and leveraging technology for targeted messaging and voter outreach strategies.

From a national perspective, the outcome of the Lok Sabha elections will have far-reaching implications for India's governance, policy direction, and socio-economic development. A decisive mandate in favor of any political formation could provide the stability and mandate needed to pursue bold reforms and transformative initiatives. Conversely, a fragmented mandate or a closely contested election could lead to coalition politics and the need for consensus-building among diverse political forces.

Internationally, the 2024 Lok Sabha elections will be closely watched, given India's growing influence on the global stage. India's foreign policy priorities, strategic partnerships, and engagements with major powers and international organizations are expected to continue evolving, regardless of the election outcome. However, the diplomatic landscape may witness subtle shifts based on the priorities and approaches of the new government.

In conclusion, the 2024 Lok Sabha elections hold immense significance for India's democratic fabric, political trajectory, and global positioning. Surely, another term for the Narendra Modi government will dramatically change the social fabric of the country. The anticipated outcome and broad impacts of these elections underscore the critical role of informed voting, robust democratic institutions, and active citizen participation in shaping the country's future trajectory.

Prashant Tewari Editor-in-Chief
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                                 by Prashant Tewari / 01 January 2024 
                                 The recently concluded state assembly elections in India witnessed a political landscape where the formidable combination of a strong Modi brand, a well-organized Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), and abundant resources proved to be a decisive force. The opposition, characterized by weak leadership, organizational deficiencies, and a lack of coherent strategy, found itself overwhelmed in the face of the BJP juggernaut.

The Strong Brand Modi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi's persona has evolved into a powerful political brand that transcends regional boundaries. His leadership style, characterized by decisiveness, charisma, and effective communication, has created a magnetic effect that resonates with a broad spectrum of voters. Modi's narrative of development, national security, and good governance has become synonymous with the BJP's agenda. In the absence of strong regional faces in the opposition, voters often gravitated towards the familiarity and perceived stability offered by the Modi brand.

Formidable Party Organization: The BJP's organizational strength played a pivotal role in securing victories in the state assembly elections. The party's ground-level machinery, comprising dedicated workers and a robust cadre, effectively executed the election strategy. The BJP's ability to mobilize support at the grassroots level, coupled with its meticulous planning and execution, outshone the disorganized efforts of the opposition. The party's organizational structure, with a clear chain of command and well-defined roles, contributed to a cohesive and disciplined campaign.

Abundance of Resources: The BJP's financial prowess and resource mobilization capabilities significantly contributed to its electoral dominance. The party, backed by a vast network of donors and supporters, had the financial muscle to mount an extensive and well-funded campaign. This financial advantage allowed the BJP to leverage modern campaign tools, conduct large-scale rallies, and invest in extensive outreach programs. In contrast, the cash-strapped opposition struggled to match the BJP's financial firepower, limiting its ability to effectively reach voters and convey its message.

Weak Congress Party Leadership: One of the defining factors in the electoral landscape was the absence of strong and charismatic leaders in the congress camp. The lack of credible regional faces capable of countering Modi's influence left the opposition in a vulnerable position. While the BJP projected a unified leadership under Modi, the opposition appeared fragmented and lacked a unifying figure. The absence of leaders with mass appeal and a clear vision contributed to the perception of a leadership vacuum, which the BJP skillfully exploited.

Organizational Deficiencies: The Congress party's organizational deficiencies were glaring, with infighting, lack of coordination, and factionalism hindering its ability to mount an effective challenge. The absence of a cohesive strategy, both at the state and national levels, further weakened the opposition's position. The BJP's disciplined organizational machinery capitalized on these weaknesses, ensuring that the opposition remained divided and unable to present a united front.

Clueless Strategy: The Congress Party electoral strategy seemed devoid of a coherent and impactful narrative. The failure to articulate a compelling vision or counter the BJP's key themes allowed the Modi-led party to dictate the terms of the electoral discourse. The opposition's inability to connect with voters on critical issues and the absence of a well-defined strategy left it trailing behind the BJP, which effectively controlled the narrative throughout the campaign.

In conclusion, the recently concluded state assembly elections showcased the dominance of the Modi brand, a formidable BJP organization, and abundant resources in shaping electoral outcomes. The weak opposition, characterized by a lack of strong leadership, organizational deficiencies, and a haphazard strategy, found itself outmaneuvered by the well-oiled machinery of the ruling party. As India's political landscape continues to evolve, the lessons from these elections underscore the importance of leadership, organization, and strategic acumen in the pursuit of electoral success.

Prashant Tewari, Editor-in-Chief
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                                 by Prashant Tewari / 03 December 2023 
                                 This success is a combination of Organizational Prowess, Modi Magic, Ideological Foundation, and RSS Influence. 

In the democratic landscape of India, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has once again emerged victorious in the 2023 state elections, showcasing a remarkable display of organizational skills, the Narendra Modi brand, a strong ideological base, and the guiding influence of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS). This article delves into the multifaceted factors that contributed to the BJP's massive electoral success, dissecting the intricacies of its campaign strategy and the symbiotic relationship between the party, its charismatic leader, and the ideological roots it draws upon.

Organizational Prowess:

One of the key elements behind the BJP's electoral triumph is its formidable organizational machinery. The party has invested heavily in building a robust ground game, focusing on booth-level management and grassroots outreach. The meticulous planning and execution of their election strategy, coupled with an extensive network of party workers, enabled the BJP to connect with voters at a micro level. The emphasis on data analytics and targeted campaigning further amplified their reach, allowing the party to tailor its message to specific demographics.

The BJP's ability to adapt to changing political landscapes and effectively communicate its policies and achievements at the grassroots level played a pivotal role in securing victory. The groundwork laid by the party over the years in terms of cadre training, volunteer mobilization, and technology integration has been instrumental in consolidating its electoral base.

Narendra Modi Brand:

The charismatic leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi continues to be a central driving force behind the BJP's electoral success. Modi's popularity transcends regional boundaries, and his image as a decisive and dynamic leader resonates with a significant segment of the electorate. The 2023 state elections once again witnessed the "Modi wave," where voters were swayed by the promise of strong leadership, economic development, and a resolute approach to national security.

The BJP intelligently leveraged the Modi brand in its campaign, projecting him as the face of progress and stability. Modi's ability to connect with voters through impactful speeches and a charismatic persona has consistently given the BJP an edge in electoral battles. The party strategically utilized social media platforms, town hall meetings, and mass rallies to amplify the Modi effect, creating a sense of trust and confidence among the electorate.

Ideological Foundation:

The BJP's success is deeply rooted in its strong ideological foundation, based on the principles of Hindutva and nationalism. The party's commitment to a cultural and nationalistic agenda has resonated with a significant portion of the Indian electorate. The articulation of a clear vision for the country, rooted in a blend of cultural pride and economic progress, has helped the BJP forge a distinctive identity.

In the 2023 state elections, the party skilfully crafted its narrative around issues such as cultural preservation, national security, and economic development. By aligning itself with the aspirations of the common citizen and presenting a vision for a 'New India,' the BJP was able to consolidate its support base and appeal to a diverse demographic. The ideological underpinnings served as a guiding compass, shaping both the party's policies and its communication strategy.

RSS Guidance:

The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), the ideological parent of the BJP, plays a crucial role in shaping the party's long-term vision and strategy. The symbiotic relationship between the RSS and the BJP provides the latter with ideological clarity and organizational discipline. The network of RSS volunteers, known as swayamsevaks, forms a significant part of the ground-level machinery, contributing to the party's organizational strength.

While the BJP, as a political entity, maintains autonomy, the ideological guidance from the RSS serves as a bedrock for the party's policies and actions. The RSS's emphasis on cultural nationalism, social cohesion, and grassroots activism aligns with the BJP's broader agenda. The disciplined cadre and ideological coherence provided by the RSS contribute to the BJP's ability to navigate diverse socio-political landscapes.

Conclusion:

The BJP's triumph in the 2023 state elections can be attributed to a harmonious interplay of organizational prowess, the charismatic leadership of Narendra Modi, a robust ideological foundation, and the guiding influence of the RSS. The party's commitment to effective governance, coupled with a keen understanding of the electorate's pulse, has cemented its position as a dominant political force in India.

As the BJP celebrates its electoral victory, it faces the ongoing challenge of translating this success into tangible governance and addressing the diverse needs of a vast and complex nation. The intricate balance between organizational efficiency, leadership charisma, ideological coherence, and guidance from the RSS will continue to shape the BJP's trajectory in Indian politics. Surely, the roadmap to General Elections 2024 is just a step away from this formidable election machine.
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                                 by Prashant Tewari / 08 June 2023 
                                 India's Digital India initiative has emerged as a beacon of inspiration, showcasing the country's commitment to taking digitalization to the next level. Launched by the Government of India in 2015, Digital India encompasses a comprehensive vision to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. Through a range of transformative initiatives, Digital India has become a remarkable global example of harnessing digital technologies for inclusive growth and development.

At its core, Digital India seeks to bridge the digital divide by ensuring equitable access to digital infrastructure and services across the country. It aims to connect every citizen with the power of technology, enabling them to participate fully in the digital age. With a focus on three key areas - digital infrastructure, digital empowerment, and digital services - Digital India has brought about significant progress and has been recognized internationally for its achievements.

One of the cornerstones of Digital India is the establishment of a robust digital infrastructure. The initiative has spearheaded the deployment of high-speed broadband connectivity to every corner of the nation, including rural and remote areas. Under the BharatNet project, the government has laid an extensive optical fiber network, connecting over 250,000 village panchayats (local administrative units) with broadband services. This has empowered millions of Indians with access to the internet, opening up a world of information, education, and opportunities previously inaccessible to them.

Furthermore, Digital India has revolutionized the delivery of government services through digital platforms, making them more accessible, efficient, and transparent. The implementation of the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) has transformed the way financial transactions are conducted, enabling seamless, secure, and real-time payments across different banks and payment service providers. The Digital Locker System, e-Hospital, and e-Procurement are some other notable examples of digital services introduced under Digital India, streamlining administrative processes and enhancing service delivery to citizens.

Digital India's impact extends beyond national boundaries, serving as a source of inspiration for countries worldwide. Moreover, Digital India has paved the way for a vibrant digital startup ecosystem, nurturing a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. Initiatives like the Startup India program have provided a conducive environment for budding entrepreneurs to leverage digital technologies and launch innovative ventures. As a result, India has witnessed a surge in digital startups across various sectors, further propelling economic growth and creating employment opportunities.

In conclusion, Digital India stands as a shining example for the world, showcasing India's unwavering commitment to taking digitalization to the next level. Through its comprehensive vision, focus on digital infrastructure, digital empowerment, and digital services, Digital India has made significant strides in bridging the digital divide and empowering citizens. Its success story has not only transformed India but has also inspired countries globally to embark on similar digital transformation journeys. With its inclusive and transformative approach, Digital India has set a new standard for leveraging digital technologies for societal progress and serves as an inspiration for the world.

Prashant Tewari, Editor in Chief
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                                 by Prashant Tewari / 18 October 2022 
                                  Freebie culture is blamed on political elites only however, bureaucrats drafting policy are left scot-free. The Judicial system conveniently ignores its responsibility to correct the course since it will displease the political class and off course, the media will never discuss the issue since the government advertisement inflow will be hurt. The poor taxpayers of the country enjoy the visual site of watching their own elected government ripping hard-earned money to be distributed to large sections of the population seeking the comfort of sitting at home since the government has no vision to generate employment for a dignified living. It is all about failed governance and bribing voters to overcome this monumental failure.  

The political parties in India try to outdo each other in luring the Indian voters with assorted goodies called freebies. This trend has gained more momentum in recent times with the political parties being innovative in their offerings as the ‘traditional free water and electricity is no longer sufficient as election goodies. The political dialogue built around freebies is fraught with danger as it shakes the root of free and fair elections to a large degree. The unviable pre-election promises adversely affect the informed decision-making by voters. This calls for fixing the gaps in the design, execution and accountability of freebie culture.

                            <iframe src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/UsqCAkRAke0" width="560" height="314" allowfullscreen="allowfullscreen"></iframe>

In fact, the country has already suffered a great deal of damage because of freebies. Unfortunately, all parties, including the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and Congress, indulge in irresponsible populism and mad welfarism. While there can be justification for free education and healthcare, there can be no justification for the distribution of grinders, washing machines, television sets, laptops, subsidised pilgrimages, free electricity, farm loan waivers, and so on. It is not that nobody earlier warned against the consequences of populism. It is a “race to the bottom” and “a quick passport to fiscal disaster.”

FREEBIE THREATEN TO HURT INDIA’S STORY?

The results are for all to see. A recent RBI study said, “We can identify a core subset of highly stressed states from among the 10 states identified by the necessary condition i.e., the debt/GSDP ratio. The highly stressed states are Bihar, Kerala, Punjab, Rajasthan and West Bengal.” GSDP is the state GDP. The states with the highest debt-to-GSDP ratio in 2021-22 include Punjab at 53.3%, Rajasthan at 39.8%, West Bengal at 38.8%, Kerala at 38.3% and Andhra Pradesh at 32.4% whereas the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM) Act recommended a debt-to-GDP ratio of 20% for state governments (40% for the Centre) by the financial year 2022-23. This level of debt is extremely concerning and is largely the result of committed expenditure and subsidies under populist schemes coupled with slow growth in revenues. 

Most of the states, however, post a healthy picture of their finances which is aided by the fact that much of the borrowing that funds these freebies happens off-budget, beyond the pale of FRBM tracking.

 

A case in point is Latin America which provides key learning lessons on populist politics. Populism was active during the 1920s through to the 1970s, when the working poor united behind icons like Brazil’s Getúlio Vargas and Argentina’s Juan Perón over their dissatisfaction with industrialisation. Populist governments resorted to inflationary financing to grant benefits to the poor. By the 1980s, uncontrolled public spending resulted in excessive fiscal deficits, unsustainable public debt and intractable inflation. Latin America’s ‘Lost Decade’ followed. Growth, at 5.6% in the 1970s, shrunk to 1.3% and stagnated for another decade. By the 1990s, inflation had reached 1,000% in countries like Brazil, and the poor suffered exponentially. Large economies including Mexico, Argentina and Brazil languished, and up to half of Latin Americans slid into poverty. It will augur well for India and its political stakeholders to imbibe the lessons of Latin America and how the first generation of fiscal reforms introduced in Latin America introduced political stability in the early 2000s. Going down the same path as Latin America may result in a ‘lost decade’ for India also. 

ROADMAP

Since getting elected is not a license to kill, the elected representatives must not act arbitrarily. The system of monarchy and practicing democracy have a distinction wherein in the latter system, the leader is accountable for all the actions while in the office including the finances and its management. In India, many regional and even national leaders consider themselves the incarnation of god. The reckless way these leaders spend public money is just unacceptable in an orderly society and there have to be reasonable restrictions to be imposed on them while they systematically corrupt the society by offering freebies over quality governance, just to safeguard the macro interest of the society and the growth of the country.   

Prashant Tewari Editor-in-Chief
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                                 New Zealand Hit By "Unsustainable" Levels Of Migration

                                 by Opinion Express / 08 April 2024 
                                 












New Zealand announced immediate adjustments to its employment visa program following a surge in migration that officials deemed unsustainable. These changes encompass new criteria like an English language requirement for low-skilled positions, a minimum skills and work experience threshold for most employer work visas, and a reduction in the maximum continuous stay for low-skilled roles from five to three years.

Immigration Minister Erica Stanford emphasized the focus on attracting and retaining highly skilled migrants, particularly in sectors like secondary teaching where there are shortages. The government aims to prioritize job opportunities for New Zealanders in areas without skill shortages.

In the previous year, nearly 173,000 people migrated to New Zealand, nearing a record high. This influx, amidst rapid post-pandemic growth in migrant numbers, raised concerns about inflationary pressures. Similar concerns prompted Australia, New Zealand's neighbor, to announce a plan to halve its migrant intake over the next two years.

These adjustments reflect New Zealand's strategic balancing act: leveraging skilled migration to address labor gaps while safeguarding job opportunities for its citizens and addressing economic concerns.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 08 April 2024 
                                 Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched a scathing attack on the Congress during a rally in Nawada district, Bihar. He accused the Congress of echoing the Muslim League in their manifesto and criticized their leaders for allegedly opposing national integrity and Sanatan Dharma. Modi praised ally Nitish Kumar and BJP's Sushil Kumar Modi for transforming Bihar from 'jungle raj' under Congress-RJD rule.

He condemned Congress's manifesto as an "appeasement declaration" resembling the Muslim League's stance. Modi also criticized AICC president Mallikarjun Kharge's objection to discussing Article 370's abrogation in Rajasthan, linking it to the 'tukde-tukde gang' mindset.

Modi highlighted Congress's failure to fully implement Ambedkar's Constitution in Jammu and Kashmir, contrasting it with his government's actions. He criticized Congress for not attending the Ayodhya temple's pran pratishtha, insinuating hostility towards popular sentiments.

The PM applauded his government's steps against 'triple talaq' and accused Congress of denigrating Sanatan Dharma. He hinted at internal conflicts within the Congress-led INDIA bloc and lauded Nitish Kumar and Sushil Kumar Modi's efforts in curbing Bihar's lawlessness.

Modi rejected complacency, citing his resolve to eradicate poverty. He credited the country's progress to voters and claimed widespread recognition of India's achievements globally.

In summary, Modi's speech highlighted contrasts between his government's actions and Congress's perceived shortcomings, emphasizing development, national integrity, and cultural values.
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Canada has accused India and Pakistan of interfering in its elections, a claim India strongly denies. The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) released a report alleging that both countries attempted to influence Canada's electoral processes during the 2019 and 2021 general elections. The report suggests India targeted specific districts with Indian-origin voters sympathetic to the Khalistani movement or pro-Pakistan views. It alleges that a government proxy agent may have provided illicit financial support to favored candidates. Pakistan is also accused of engaging in clandestine activities to advance its interests in Canada's political landscape.

India has dismissed these allegations as baseless and shifted the focus to Canada's alleged interference in its internal affairs. Canada's inquiry into foreign meddling has strained relations between the two countries. The decision to investigate foreign interference came after leaked intelligence reports suggested Chinese influence in Canadian elections.

The inquiry's commissioner was tasked with probing interference by various actors, including India, China, and Russia. Trudeau's previous accusations against India regarding a Khalistani terrorist have worsened diplomatic relations, leading to visa suspensions and reduced diplomatic presence.

In February, Canada labeled India a "foreign threat" alongside China and Russia, escalating tensions further. India maintains its stance of non-interference in other countries' democratic processes while criticizing Canada for alleged interference.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 05 April 2024 
                                 External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar responded to a United Nations official's recent comments on India's elections, asserting that India doesn't need the UN to dictate that its elections should be "free and fair." Jaishankar dismissed the UN official's remarks as unnecessary, highlighting that the Indian people themselves ensure the fairness of elections.

The UN official's statement came in response to a question about political unrest in India preceding the national elections, referencing incidents like the arrest of Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and the freezing of the opposition Congress party's bank accounts. The UN spokesperson expressed a general hope that everyone's rights, including political and civil rights, are upheld, and that voting occurs in a free and fair environment.

Jaishankar, campaigning for a BJP candidate, emphasized that the UN official's comments stemmed from a "loaded question" at a UN press briefing. He reiterated confidence in India's electoral processes being overseen by its citizens, indicating that the country's democratic principles are robust enough not to require external validation from international bodies like the UN.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 03 April 2024 
                                 Pakistan's Defence Minister Khawaja Asif has expressed optimism regarding the prospects of improved relations with India following the general elections in India. Asif's statement came in the wake of remarks by India's External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar in Singapore, where he accused Pakistan of sponsoring terrorism at an "industry level," signaling a shift in India's stance towards addressing terrorism more assertively.

Speaking to reporters outside Islamabad's Parliament House, Asif acknowledged the historical complexities underlying the bilateral ties between Pakistan and India. He highlighted that the upcoming Indian elections, scheduled between April 19 and June 4 across seven phases for 543 Lok Sabha seats, could pave the way for better relations.

The relationship between Islamabad and New Delhi has long been strained, primarily due to the Kashmir conflict and Pakistan's alleged support for cross-border terrorism. Tensions escalated in 2019 when India revoked the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, leading Pakistan to downgrade diplomatic ties with India. Pakistan has since insisted that India must reverse its actions in Kashmir as a precondition for dialogue, while India maintains that the region's integration into the country is an internal matter.

In addition to its challenges with India, Pakistan has faced tensions with Afghanistan and Iran, with cross-border attacks exacerbating relations. Asif mentioned Pakistan's efforts, including high-level visits to Afghanistan, aimed at curbing terrorism. However, he noted challenges in finding practical solutions, particularly with the changing attitudes of the Afghan interim government towards Pakistan.

Asif emphasized the need for Afghanistan to address border security in line with international norms, restricting cross-border movements to authorized individuals. He highlighted Pakistan's historical support for Afghanistan, including sacrifices made and wars fought together, underscoring the importance of a stable and cooperative relationship between the two nations.

Overall, Asif's comments reflect Pakistan's cautious optimism for improved regional relations while acknowledging the complexities and challenges inherent in such diplomatic endeavors.
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                                 Pavan Davuluri IIT'ian To Head Microsoft Windows

                                 by Opinion Express / 27 March 2024 
                                 Pavan Davuluri, an IIT Madras alumnus, has been appointed as the new head of Microsoft Windows and Surface, marking another instance of an Indian professional assuming a leadership position at a major technology company, similar to Google's Sundar Pichai and Microsoft's Satya Nadella. Davuluri succeeds Panos Panay, who transitioned to Amazon last year. Previously, Davuluri oversaw the Surface group while Mikhail Parakhin led the Windows department. Following the departures of Parakhin and Panay, Davuluri now heads both Windows and Surface departments.

In an internal memo accessed by The Verge, Rajesh Jha, Microsoft's head of experiences and devices, detailed the organizational changes. He highlighted the consolidation of the Windows Experiences and Windows + Devices teams within the Experiences + Devices (E+D) division to facilitate a comprehensive approach in developing devices and experiences for the AI era. Davuluri, reporting to Jha, leads this integrated team, with Shilpa Ranganathan and Jeff Johnson reporting directly to him. The Windows team continues close collaboration with Microsoft AI on AI initiatives, silicon development, and user experiences.

With over 23 years of experience at Microsoft, Davuluri played a pivotal role in collaborations with Qualcomm and AMD to develop processors for Surface devices. The memo also expressed enthusiasm for the team's contributions to Microsoft AI's consumer products and the forthcoming integration of AI offerings like Copilot across E+D products and services.

This reorganization coincides with Mustafa Suleyman, co-founder of Google DeepMind and former Inflection AI CEO, joining Microsoft as the CEO of its new AI team, emphasizing Microsoft's strategic focus on AI advancements.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 16 February 2024 
                                 







In a recent press briefing, the White House addressed the concerning trend of attacks on Indian students in the US, unequivocally condemning violence based on race, gender, religion, or any other factor. John Kirby, Coordinator for Strategic Communications at the National Security Council, emphasized that such acts are unacceptable in the United States. He reassured that President Joe Biden's administration is diligently working to prevent and address these attacks, collaborating closely with state and local authorities.

Kirby underscored the administration's commitment to holding perpetrators accountable and ensuring the safety of all individuals, regardless of their background. His remarks aimed to assuage concerns among parents about sending their children to the US, emphasizing the government's proactive measures to combat and deter such incidents. The White House's strong stance against violence and discrimination aligns with its broader efforts to promote inclusivity, safety, and respect for all residents and visitors within the country's borders.
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In anticipation of the grand inauguration of the Ram Mandir in Ayodhya, enthusiastic devotees in Houston organized an extraordinary Tesla car light show dedicated to Lord Ram. Over 100 Tesla car owners, identifying as the "Ramji ki Gilahariyan of Greater Houston," gathered at the Shri Guruvayurappan Krishna Temple for the captivating light display.

The Tesla cars, positioned against the backdrop of a giant-sized Ram Rath and a life-size temple oil painting, featured headlights programmed to synchronize in an illuminating display. The event, held on Friday evening, attracted hundreds of Ram Bhakts and onlookers in the neighborhood, creating a divine ambiance with loud music of "Jai Sri Ram."

Following the mesmerizing light show, participants assembled at the temple for aarti, accompanied by bhakts singing resonant bhajans dedicated to Lord Rama and Krishna. Prasad was distributed among the devotees to enhance the spiritual experience.

Organizers of the Tesla Light Show highlighted the necessity for advance registration, with participants acknowledging and signing waiver forms for security reasons. Each registered participant received a magnetic decal or sticker for their car, along with a screen-printed T-shirt featuring an image of the Ayodhya temple.

The cars were strategically arranged to form the letters "RAM" when captured by drones, creating a striking visual representation. Despite the chilly weather and long workday, the event witnessed remarkable enthusiasm among participants and attendees, reflecting the deep emotional connection to the celebration of the Ram Temple inauguration in India. Achalesh Amar from Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP) expressed satisfaction with the widespread enthusiasm across the USA for similar events, highlighting the significance of these gestures as expressions of love for the long-awaited moment in the Hindu community's history.
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A week prior to the highly anticipated consecration of the Ram Mandir in Ayodhya, fervent Ram Bhaktas in the United States orchestrated car rallies across 21 cities. Notably, in the national capital, enthusiasts organized a distinctive Tesla Car musical show dedicated to Lord Ram. In Frederick City, Maryland, over 100 Ram Bhakts, each owning a Tesla Car, congregated at the Shri Bhaktha Anjaneya Temple on Saturday night. Leveraging a unique feature of Tesla cars introduced in 2022, the participants synchronized the headlights and speakers of their vehicles with a popular song dedicated to Lord Ram.

The event, organized by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad of America (VHPA), saw more than 200 Tesla Car owners registering for the show. Drone pictures captured the formation of the word "RAM" by strategically positioning these illuminated Tesla Cars.

Mahendra Sapa, president of the DC chapter of VHP America, expressed gratitude to the generations of Hindus who struggled for the Ram Temple in Ayodhya. Animesh Shukla, a volunteer organizer, noted that the Tesla light show marks just the beginning of the celebrations for the Ram Temple inauguration. VHPA plans to host similar light shows on January 20.

Simultaneously, VHP America orchestrated car rallies in 21 cities and announced the placement of large billboards in over 10 states to showcase the upcoming consecration ceremony on January 22. These billboards, already unveiled in several states, aim to convey the joy and enthusiasm of Hindu Americans participating in this significant event that has been awaited for over 25 generations. Additional billboards are set to be introduced in Arizona and the State of Missouri.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 25 November 2023 
                                 Mihir Meghani, a prominent Indian-American physician and founder of the Hindu America Foundation, asserts that Hinduism transcends mere religious boundaries, characterizing it as a holistic way of life. Meghani, an emergency care physician, has recently pledged an additional USD 1.5 million to support Hindu advocacy and awareness causes in the United States. This commitment, made at the annual Silicon Valley gala of the Hindu America Foundation, brings his total contributions to an impressive USD 4 million over two decades.

Meghani's dedication to the Hindu cause positions him as a significant philanthropic figure within the Indian-American community, potentially making him the most substantial donor for Hindu advocacy in the United States. His contributions reflect a long-standing commitment to fostering understanding and awareness of Hinduism in the American landscape. The Hindu America Foundation, co-founded by Meghani and his friends twenty years ago, serves as a platform to promote the values and principles associated with Hinduism.

By allocating substantial financial resources to these causes, Dr. Mihir Meghani exemplifies a deep-seated commitment to preserving and promoting Hindu culture and values, recognizing the significance of Hinduism as more than just a religion but as an integral way of life. His contributions underscore the importance of advocacy and awareness in fostering a better understanding of Hinduism in the diverse cultural fabric of the United States.
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Tesla CEO Elon Musk emphasized the importance of India embracing electric vehicles, stating that it's a natural progression for every country to adopt them. He expressed his company's commitment to providing Tesla electric vehicles in India during a X Spaces session with Nicolai Tangen, CEO of Norges Bank Investment Management.

Musk highlighted that in the future, all vehicles will transition to electric power, marking a significant shift in the automotive industry.

Tesla has been actively pursuing opportunities in India, including the search for a suitable location to establish a cutting-edge manufacturing plant. Both Maharashtra and Gujarat have offered attractive land deals to Tesla, with estimated investments ranging from USD 2 billion to USD 3 billion. This move aligns with India's new EV policy, which incentivizes the establishment of EV manufacturing plants in the country.

The Indian government's EV scheme aims to attract global EV manufacturers, promote advanced EV technology adoption, and support the Make in India initiative. It sets a minimum investment threshold of ? 4150 crore (USD 500 million) and encourages significant domestic value addition (DVA) in manufacturing.

Under the policy, manufacturers are required to achieve at least 25% DVA by the third year and 50% by the fifth year of operation. For vehicles valued at USD 35,000 or more, a 15% customs duty will be imposed for five years if manufacturers build facilities in India within three years.

Tesla plans to send a team to scout locations for its manufacturing facility in India. The government is set to invite applications for the EV tariff reduction scheme, allowing eligible companies to import up to 8,000 vehicles annually.

Elon Musk expressed confidence in Tesla's presence in India, intending to visit in 2024 and establish operations "as soon as humanly possible." This signals Tesla's commitment to India's evolving electric mobility landscape.
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Sebi Chairperson Madhabi Puri Buch highlighted the robust valuations in Indian capital markets, attributing them to foreign investors' bullish outlook on the country's economic growth. She noted increased interest among foreign investors due to India's accelerating economy, evident in metrics like GST collections, advance tax payments, and energy consumption.

Buch cited impressive figures such as 11.5% growth in GST collections to Rs 1.78 lakh crore in March and a 19.88% rise in net direct tax collection to over Rs 18.90 lakh crore. This heightened foreign investor interest has propelled market capitalization in equities to over Rs 378 lakh crore, a significant increase from Rs 74 lakh crore a decade ago, now aligning with the overall GDP level.

In FY24, Indian entities raised Rs 10.5 lakh crore from markets through equity and bond issuances, with over Rs 8 lakh crore from bonds. Bond issuances now constitute more than 62% of total annual bank lending.

Despite concerns about India's expensive market, Buch emphasized that foreign investment continues due to global optimism and trust in India, reflected in high market multiples. The MSCI India index's forward price-to-earnings ratio stood at 22.2 in February 2024, surpassing similar indices worldwide, indicating strong investor confidence in India's economic prospects.
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IT stocks experienced a significant decline in early trading on Friday following reports of tech giant Accenture revising its revenue guidance for fiscal year 2024. This news led to a sharp drop in shares of major IT companies on the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).

HCL Technologies witnessed a decline of 5.62%, while Wipro, LTIMindtree, and L&T Technology Services saw drops of 4.24%, 4.17%, and 4.13% respectively. Other prominent IT players such as Infosys, Tech Mahindra, and Tata Consultancy Services also experienced decreases of 3.70%, 3.57%, and 2.97% respectively. Consequently, the BSE IT index fell by 1.63%.

The overall market sentiment was adversely affected, leading to a downturn in benchmark equity indices. The 30-share BSE Sensex dropped by 413.36 points to 72,227.83, while the NSE Nifty declined by 86.8 points to 21,925.15.

V K Vijayakumar, Chief Investment Strategist at Geojit Financial Services, attributed the IT sector's pressure to Accenture's revised guidance, citing global uncertainty and reduced client spending on consulting services as key factors. Accenture now expects full-year revenue growth to be between 1-3%, down from the earlier projection of 2-5%.

The impact extended to Infosys and Wipro's ADR shares in the US market, reflecting investor concerns over the weaker outlook signaled by Accenture's announcement. Analysts like Vikas Jain from Reliance Securities noted the ripple effects of Accenture's guidance revision across the IT industry, contributing to the bearish trend observed in IT stocks during the trading session.
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Boeing disclosed on Monday that its CEO Dave Calhoun would step down amid growing scrutiny following several safety incidents and manufacturing challenges. Calhoun, acknowledging the global attention on Boeing, expressed confidence in the company's ability to emerge stronger from the current challenges.

In a letter to the staff, Calhoun emphasized the importance of prioritizing safety and quality in all operations. He articulated a commitment to putting safety and quality at the forefront of Boeing's endeavors, indicating a proactive approach to addressing the issues that have drawn scrutiny.

The decision to change leadership comes as Boeing navigates through a period marked by increased regulatory oversight and public scrutiny, particularly following notable safety incidents and manufacturing difficulties. Calhoun's departure signals a strategic shift within Boeing as it aims to reinforce its commitment to safety, quality, and regaining public trust.

The aviation giant remains focused on overcoming the challenges it faces, with Calhoun expressing optimism about Boeing's future trajectory. The company's efforts to prioritize safety and quality underscore its determination to rebuild its reputation and strengthen its position in the aviation industry.
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Finance professionals in India are poised to receive larger salary increases compared to their counterparts in Hong Kong and Singapore in 2024, reflecting the country's robust economic growth amid China's slowdown, as reported by Bloomberg Intelligence. According to analyst Sarah Jane Mahmud, salaries in India are expected to rise by 10% this year based on survey data from consulting firm Aon, while the increases in Hong Kong and Singapore are projected at 4%.

Major financial institutions like HSBC Holdings Plc, Julius Baer Group Ltd., Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc., and DBS Group Holdings Ltd. are expanding their operations in India to tap into the nation's growing wealth market. Investment bankers in Indian urban centers such as Mumbai and GIFT city already earn higher salaries than their counterparts in Singapore and Hong Kong, with average base salaries exceeding those in the financial hubs by 4.5% and 7.7%, respectively, according to Bloomberg Intelligence's analysis of data from recruiter Michael Page. However, private bankers in non-executive roles still face a pay gap of 50% to 78%, which is expected to narrow as India's wealth industry continues to expand.

Amit Agarwal, managing partner at search firm Stanton Chase, noted that salaries for senior-level positions, especially in compliance, risk assessment, and technology, are rising due to high demand and limited supply. Banks are also offering competitive salaries exceeding $1 million for senior leadership roles. Despite India's higher income tax rates and infrastructure challenges compared to Singapore and Hong Kong, the lower cost of living in Indian cities like Mumbai's upscale Bandra area makes it an attractive destination for finance professionals.

In summary, India's finance sector is witnessing significant salary growth, particularly for senior roles, driven by increasing demand and favorable living costs compared to major financial hubs like Singapore and Hong Kong. This trend is expected to continue as financial institutions expand their presence in India's thriving market.
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India's Sports and Youth Affairs Minister Anurag Thakur expressed unwavering commitment to hosting the Youth Olympics in 2030 and the Summer Olympics in 2036. During the leading Tv Summit, Thakur emphasized India's readiness to organize these prestigious sporting events, affirming that no effort will be spared in ensuring their success.

Thakur highlighted India's strengths, positioning the country as a formidable contender to host such global events. He noted India's status as the world's third-largest economy and emphasized the nation's vast youth population, underlining the immense potential and market for sports development and expansion within India.

Drawing attention to a recent cricket event, Thakur mentioned the substantial influx of nearly 4,000 British cricket enthusiasts who traveled to Himachal Pradesh to witness a Test match between India and England in Dharamsala. He commended the state-of-the-art stadium in Dharamsala, showcasing India's capability to host international sporting events.

Looking ahead, Thakur acknowledged the upcoming Olympic Games, with Paris hosting in 2024, followed by Los Angeles in 2028 and Brisbane in 2032. India's aspiration to host the Youth Olympics in 2030 and the Summer Olympics in 2036 reflects a strategic vision to leverage the country's resources, infrastructure, and youthful demographic to enhance its global sports presence.

The minister's remarks underscored India's proactive stance in the realm of sports, signaling a strong intent to actively participate in and contribute to the global sporting landscape. By expressing readiness and determination to host major international events, Thakur conveyed India's ambition to showcase its capabilities on the world stage while harnessing the enthusiasm and potential of its youth towards sports excellence.
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India's dominance in the fifth Test against England at Dharamsala was highlighted by Ravichandran Ashwin's stellar performance, clinching a memorable five-wicket haul in his 100th Test match. This triumph led India to a resounding innings and 64-run victory, marking the end of an action-packed five-match series and handing England their heaviest defeat in the 'Bazball' era.












Despite India already securing the series, they aimed to secure crucial World Test Championship points, while England found themselves in a tough position, facing an uphill battle against India's formidable bowling attack.

Ashwin's superb bowling display was the highlight of the match, as he dismantled England's batting line-up with precision, ending with a match haul of nine wickets. England's reckless batting approach played into India's hands, resulting in their downfall as they were bowled out for 195 in their second innings.

Joe Root stood out as the lone fighter for England, showcasing resilience with a well-crafted 84 runs off 128 balls. However, he eventually succumbed to India's relentless bowling attack as the last wicket to fall.

England's second innings saw an aggressive batting approach in an attempt to counter India's spinners, but their efforts proved futile once again. The game seemed to be firmly in India's grasp after they secured a commanding 259-run first innings lead, posting a total of 477 all out in response to England's 218 in the opening day.

The defeat served as a reality check for England, prompting introspection and reflection on their performance in the series. Despite dismissing theories of a departure lounge syndrome, England's lackluster performance on the field indicated otherwise, raising questions about their preparedness and strategy.

India's victory underscored the team's remarkable success throughout the series, especially considering the absence of key players like Virat Kohli and Mohammed Shami. The emergence of young talents like Yashasvi Jaiswal provided depth to the team and showcased India's depth in talent.

Ashwin's stellar performance in his milestone Test match further solidified his stature as one of India's premier spinners. His ability to exploit the conditions and dismantle England's batting line-up was commendable, contributing significantly to India's triumph.

The match also witnessed notable performances from other players, including Jasprit Bumrah, who showcased his prowess with the ball, and Shoaib Bashir, who impressed with his off-spin bowling, clinching his second five-wicket haul in his debut series.

The series victory was a testament to India's dominance and resilience, highlighting their strength in both batting and bowling departments. The team's consistent performance throughout the series showcased their determination and ability to deliver under pressure.

Overall, India's crushing victory in the fifth Test provided a fitting conclusion to an enthralling series, reaffirming their status as a force to be reckoned with in the world of cricket.
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India's dominance at home stood firm against England's 'Bazball' strategy as Rohit Sharma's squad clinched a hard-fought five-wicket victory in the fourth Test, extending their unbeaten streak to 17 consecutive series wins on home soil. Despite facing some challenges, India chased down a target of 192 runs with resilience and determination in Ranchi, showcasing their adaptability and depth in talent.

Starting the final day's play at 40/0 in pursuit of 192, India's openers Rohit Sharma and Yashasvi Jaiswal set the tone with a solid partnership of 84 runs. While Rohit scored a composed 55 off 81 balls, Jaiswal contributed 37 off 44 balls, laying a strong foundation for the chase. However, England managed to break through with the dismissals of both openers in quick succession, followed by setbacks with Rajat Patidar and Ravindra Jadeja departing.

Nevertheless, Shubman Gill and Dhruv Jurel showcased maturity and composure, steering India to victory with an unbeaten 72-run partnership. Gill's unbeaten 52 and Jurel's 39 not out guided India past the finishing line, overcoming the hurdles posed by the English bowlers.

England's left-arm spinner Tom Hartley claimed the crucial wicket of Rohit, while Shoaib Bashir emerged as the most successful bowler for England with figures of 3/79 in the second innings, completing a match haul of eight wickets.

With this win, India took a commanding 3-1 lead in the series, setting the stage for the final game in Dharamsala from March 7. Notably, India's last home series defeat was against England led by Alastair Cook in 2012-13. Since then, India has been formidable at home, winning 39 out of 50 Tests.

The victory marked a significant setback for England's 'Bazball' approach, which has faced criticism for its one-dimensional nature and lack of adaptability. Introduced under the leadership of coach Brendon McCullum and captain Ben Stokes, England's aggressive strategy was outmatched by India's versatile and resilient gameplay.

Despite facing setbacks, including the absence of Virat Kohli and the injured K L Rahul, India rallied behind emerging talents like Sarfaraz Khan, Dhruv Jurel, and Akash Deep, who seized their opportunities and contributed significantly to the team's success.

Throughout the match, India displayed adaptability and resilience, with players like Jurel playing pivotal roles in crucial moments. Rohit and Jaiswal's positive start provided momentum, while Gill and Jurel steadied the ship during challenging phases of the chase.

England's attempts to disrupt India's rhythm, including using Joe Root as a part-time bowler, were met with counter-strategies from the Indian batsmen. Despite some tense moments, India remained composed and focused on the task at hand, eventually achieving victory with determination and teamwork.

In conclusion, India's triumph in the fourth Test not only secured the series win but also highlighted the team's depth, adaptability, and resilience, while underscoring the limitations of England's unidimensional approach.
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                                 India achieved a historic milestone in Test cricket by comprehensively defeating England by a record 434 runs during the third Test match in Rajkot. Prime Minister Narendra Modi hailed the victory as a tribute to the BJP's key ideologue, Syama Prasad Mookerjee, urging party members to focus on the country's development and global standing in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

The match witnessed a dominant performance by India, with Yashasvi Jaiswal's remarkable double century and Ravindra Jadeja's exceptional bowling leading the charge. Jaiswal's unbeaten 214 off 236 balls, including 12 sixes, anchored India's second innings total of 430 for four declared, setting a massive target of 557 runs for England.

Jadeja, the pick of the Indian bowlers, showcased his prowess with figures of 5/41 in 12.4 overs, dismantling the English batting lineup and helping India secure their biggest win in Test cricket in terms of runs. With support from Kuldeep Yadav, Jasprit Bumrah, and Ravichandran Ashwin, who rejoined the match after attending a medical emergency, Jadeja led the charge as England struggled to build significant partnerships.

England's hopes of mounting a comeback were dashed as their top order collapsed under India's relentless bowling attack. Ben Duckett, Zak Crawley, Ollie Pope, and Jonny Bairstow fell victim to Jadeja's guile, while Joe Root and Ben Stokes succumbed to Kuldeep Yadav's spin. Despite a late surge from Mark Wood, England could only muster 122 runs in their second innings.

In contrast, India's batting display was nothing short of spectacular. Jaiswal's historic innings, coupled with Shubman Gill's sublime 91, showcased India's batting prowess. Jaiswal's remarkable form saw him become the first player to hit 20 sixes in a Test series, setting a new record for India in terms of most sixes in a series.

Jaiswal's achievements didn't stop there; he also joined the ranks of legends like Vinod Kambli and Virat Kohli by scoring two consecutive double centuries in as many games, becoming the seventh Indian to surpass 200 runs in the second innings of a Test match. His stellar performance catapulted him to the top of the run-scoring charts in the ICC World Test Championship, further solidifying his status as a rising star in Indian cricket.

Meanwhile, debutant Sarfaraz Khan showcased his talent with two half-centuries in his maiden Test, adding depth to India's batting lineup. His unbeaten 68 highlighted his class and ability to handle spin bowling, leaving England with plenty to ponder ahead of the fourth Test in Ranchi.
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In a thrilling encounter, the Indian cricket team clinched victory over England in the second Test match, leveling the five-match series at 1-1. The match, held in Visakhapatnam, witnessed stellar performances from key players, leading to India's ascent to the second position in the World Test Championship (WTC) points table.

Yashaswi Jaiswal's remarkable double century in the first innings set the tone for India's dominance, bolstered further by Shubman Gill's century. The Indian batting lineup showcased resilience and determination, putting up a formidable total for England to chase.

In the bowling department, Jasprit Bumrah and Ravichandran Ashwin emerged as the heroes for India. Bumrah's lethal bowling saw him scalping three crucial wickets, while Ashwin's spell turned the tide of the match in India's favor. Ashwin's prowess with the ball proved instrumental in breaking England's momentum, ultimately leading to their downfall.

Despite a valiant effort from England's Zak Crawley, who scored a commendable 73 runs, no other English batter managed to make a significant impact. The Indian bowlers, spearheaded by Bumrah and Ashwin, dismantled England's batting lineup, restricting them to 292 runs and securing victory for India by a margin of 106 runs.

The win not only leveled the series but also propelled India to the second position in the WTC points table. With a Point's Conversion Percentage (PCT) of 52.77, India surpassed South Africa, New Zealand, and Bangladesh, who previously held higher positions. This remarkable turnaround in India's ranking was attributed to their stellar performance in the second Test match.

Australia maintains its lead in the WTC standings with a PCT of 55. However, India's resurgence in the second Test match has significantly bolstered their position in the championship race, signaling their strong contention for the coveted title.

Overall, India's victory against England in the second Test match showcased their strength as a team and their determination to excel in the Test format. With the series now level, anticipation mounts for the remaining matches as both teams vie for supremacy in the ongoing series.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin announced on Wednesday that Russian scientists are on the verge of developing vaccines for cancer, which could soon be accessible to patients. Speaking at a Moscow forum on future technologies, Putin expressed optimism about the progress, stating that they are nearing the creation of "cancer vaccines and immunomodulatory drugs of a new generation."

While Putin did not specify the types of cancer these proposed vaccines would target or the exact mechanisms involved, he expressed hope that these innovations would be utilized effectively as individualized therapy methods in the near future.

Various countries and companies worldwide are actively engaged in cancer vaccine research. For instance, the UK government partnered with Germany-based BioNTech to initiate clinical trials for personalized cancer treatments, aiming to benefit 10,000 patients by 2030. Additionally, pharmaceutical giants Moderna and Merck & Co are collaborating on an experimental cancer vaccine, which demonstrated promising results in a mid-stage study by halving the risk of recurrence or death from melanoma, a lethal form of skin cancer, after three years of treatment.

Furthermore, there are presently six licensed vaccines targeting human papillomaviruses (HPV), which are linked to numerous cancers including cervical cancer, according to the World Health Organization. Additionally, vaccines against hepatitis B (HBV), a precursor to liver cancer, are also available.

Amid the global COVID-19 pandemic, Russia developed the Sputnik V vaccine against the virus and supplied it to various nations, although facing hesitancy domestically. President Putin himself publicly announced his inoculation with the Sputnik V vaccine to instill confidence in its efficacy and safety among the populace.

Putin's announcement regarding the advancements in cancer vaccine research reflects ongoing efforts to combat various diseases through scientific innovation and collaboration on both national and international levels.
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                                 Introduction:

Welcome to the world of travel in style with Nasher Miles' Venice Collection! This exquisite collection is designed to cater to the needs of the modern explorer who seeks both functionality and sophistication. Let's dive into the details and unravel the essence of this remarkable travel companion.

Section 1: The Inspiration behind Venice Collection:

Drawing inspiration from the timeless charm and elegance of Venice, Nasher Miles has crafted a collection that captures the essence of this enchanting city. The intricate details, classic designs, and vibrant colors reflect the Venetian architecture, art, and culture. Each piece is meticulously designed to evoke a sense of wanderlust and adventure.

Section 2: Functionality Meets Style:

The Venice Collection by Nasher Miles seamlessly blends functionality with style. From spacious luggage to versatile backpacks and chic accessories, every item is thoughtfully created to meet the needs of the modern traveller. With features like durable materials, ample storage compartments, and convenient organization options, these pieces ensure that you can travel with ease and efficiency.

Section 3: Unparalleled Quality:

Nasher Miles takes pride in delivering products of unmatched quality, and the Venice Collection is no exception. Crafted with precision and attention to detail, these travel essentials are built to withstand the test of time. The use of premium materials ensures durability, while the careful construction guarantees reliability. Travel with confidence, knowing that your Nasher Miles Venice Collection items will keep up with your adventurous spirit.

Section 4: Aesthetics and Versatility:

The Venice Collection boasts a stunning range of colors and designs that cater to every fashion-forward explorer's taste. Whether you prefer timeless elegance or a pop of vibrant hues, Nasher Miles has something for everyone. From sleek black to bold reds and blues, these travel essentials not only serve their purpose but also elevate your style game wherever your adventures take you.

Conclusion:

Nasher Miles' Venice Collection is the epitome of style and functionality combined. With its impeccable craftsmanship, versatile designs, and nod to the beauty of Venice, this collection is a must-have for the stylish explorer. Elevate your travel experience and embark on your next journey with Nasher Miles by your side.

Note: This article is purely fictional and created by Be10xGPT. Nasher Miles is a real brand, but the details mentioned in the article are fictional and for creative purposes only.
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                                 In recent years, the prospect of international travel for Indian passport holders has significantly improved, reflecting India's growing global influence. The Henley Passport Index, released on Tuesday, highlights India's passport ranking at 80th globally, granting its citizens the privilege of visa-free travel to an impressive 62 countries. This convenience is a testament to India's diplomatic efforts and enhanced global standing.

The list of destinations accessible to Indian passport holders without the hassle of a visa application spans a diverse range of nations. From the picturesque landscapes of Bhutan to the vibrant cultures of Indonesia and Jamaica, Indians now have the opportunity to explore a broad spectrum of countries. The British Virgin Islands, Cambodia, and Iran are among the nations where visa requirements are waived, showcasing the widening scope of India's diplomatic success.

This positive development aligns with the broader trend of increasing global mobility for Indian citizens. Among the noteworthy countries on the list are Kenya, Jordan, and Malaysia, offering Indian travelers diverse experiences from wildlife safaris to historical landmarks. The inclusion of Oman, Qatar, and Thailand further enhances the accessibility of popular tourist destinations in the Middle East and Southeast Asia.

List of Countries: 

Angola Barbados Bhutan Bolivia British Virgin Islands Burundi Cambodia Cape Verde Islands Comoro Islands Cook Islands Djibouti Dominica El Salvador Ethiopia Fiji Gabon Grenada Guinea-Bissau Haiti Indonesia Iran Jamaica Jordan Kazakhstan Kenya Kiribati Laos Macao (SAR China) Madagascar Malaysia Maldives Marshall Islands Mauritania Mauritius Micronesia Montserrat Mozambique Myanmar Nepal Niue Oman Palau Islands Qatar Rwanda Samoa Senegal Seychelles Sierra Leone Somalia Sri Lanka Saint Kitts and Nevis St Lucia St Vincent and the Grenadines Tanzania Thailand Timor-Leste Togo Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Tuvalu Vanuatu Zimbabwe
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India witnessed a resurgence in COVID-19 cases as it reported 841 new infections in a span of 24 hours, marking the highest daily count in 227 days, according to data from the health ministry released on Sunday. Concurrently, the number of active cases climbed to 4,309. Over the same period, the country recorded three new fatalities, with one each reported in Kerala, Karnataka, and Bihar.

This surge comes after a period of relative decline, with daily cases dropping to double digits until December 5. However, the recent spike is attributed to the emergence of a new variant and the onset of cold weather conditions.

The latest figures echo a concerning trend, reminiscent of the 865 new cases recorded on May 19. The persistence of COVID-19 challenges underscores the unpredictable nature of the virus and the ongoing efforts required to manage its impact on public health.

As nations grapple with evolving situations, India, like others, navigates the complexities of addressing new variants and environmental factors in its ongoing battle against the pandemic. The data serves as a stark reminder of the need for continued vigilance and adaptive strategies to mitigate the spread of the virus.
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Health experts in India have issued a warning regarding the surge in Covid-19 cases attributed to the detection of the JN.1 sub-variant of Omicron in the country, more than a year and a half after the initial Omicron wave. Dr. Rajeev Jayadevan, Co-Chairman of the National Indian Medical Association Covid Task Force, expressed concern about the escalating cases, revealing that 30% of individuals with influenza-like symptoms tested positive for Covid in the Kochi region within a 24-hour period. He noted the spread of Covid within the community, highlighting that even his neighbor had tested positive.

Dr. Soumya Swaminathan, former WHO chief scientist, emphasized the importance of not downplaying Covid as a mere common cold. In an exclusive interview with NDTV, she cautioned against underestimating the virus, not only due to the severity of illness in some individuals but also considering the potential long-term effects. These effects include an elevated risk of heart attacks, strokes, and mental health problems. Both experts stressed the need for continued vigilance and adherence to preventive measures, emphasizing the persistent threat posed by the evolving nature of the virus and its variants.
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The Supreme Court has raised concerns about the Enforcement Directorate (ED) filing supplementary charge sheets to prevent accused individuals from obtaining default bail and keeping them incarcerated indefinitely. Justices Sanjiv Khanna and Dipankar Datta expressed unease over this practice, emphasizing that the purpose of default bail is to prevent arrests until investigations are complete and trials can begin promptly.

The court pointed out that under current laws, an arrested person is entitled to default bail if investigations or final charge sheets are not completed within specified timelines outlined in the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC), typically ranging from 60 to 90 days. The justices highlighted that filing supplementary charge sheets solely to deny default bail rights is against the spirit of the law and deprives individuals of their fundamental right to a fair trial.

This issue came to light during a bail plea hearing related to an illegal mining case in Jharkhand involving Prem Prakash, an associate of former Chief Minister Hemant Soren. Prakash had been in custody for 18 months on money laundering charges. The court noted that lengthy incarcerations without trials raise constitutional concerns under Article 21, which guarantees the right to personal liberty.

The ED argued against granting bail, citing concerns about tampering with evidence or witnesses if the accused were released. However, the court stressed the importance of balancing these concerns with an individual's right to liberty, particularly in cases where prolonged detentions occur without substantial progress in trials.

The court's observations on default bail and the misuse of supplementary charge sheets have broader implications, especially for high-profile cases involving opposition leaders arrested by investigative agencies. The court emphasized that constitutional rights, including the right to bail, cannot be arbitrarily curtailed, even under provisions like Section 45 of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA).

The judiciary's scrutiny of these practices is significant, particularly amid allegations of political targeting by investigative agencies. The court's decision to deny interim bail to Prem Prakash reflects a cautious approach, with proceedings scheduled to assess trial progress regularly, ensuring that justice is served within a reasonable timeframe.
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India's top law ministers Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Ashoke Sen, and H.R. Bhardwaj, span different periods in Indian history, their contributions to building an equitable society are interconnected by their dedication to justice, legal reforms, and upholding democratic principles. Despite the variations in their approaches and the challenges they faced, these leaders left a lasting impact on India's legal and social landscape.

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, often referred to as the "Architect of the Indian Constitution," was a towering figure in India's struggle for social justice and equality. As the principal architect of the Constitution, Ambedkar played a pivotal role in shaping India's legal framework to ensure equality, justice, and fundamental rights for all citizens. Born into a marginalized Dalit community, Ambedkar faced discrimination and social exclusion throughout his life, which deeply influenced his commitment to fighting against caste-based discrimination and inequality.

Ambedkar's contributions to building an equitable society are multifaceted and foundational. His tireless advocacy for the rights of marginalized communities, including Dalits, women, and religious minorities, is reflected in the Constitution's provisions safeguarding their rights and ensuring affirmative action through reservations in education and employment. Ambedkar's vision for a just and inclusive society was encapsulated in the Constitution's preamble, which enshrines the principles of justice, equality, liberty, and fraternity.

Furthermore, Ambedkar's efforts to reform Hindu personal laws, particularly through the Hindu Code Bill, aimed to address gender inequalities and establish equitable rights for women in matters of marriage, inheritance, and property. Despite facing opposition from conservative factions within Indian society, Ambedkar remained steadfast in his commitment to legal reforms that would advance social justice and equality.

Ashoke Kumar Sen, a distinguished legal luminary and former Law Minister of India, also made significant contributions to promoting an equitable society through legal reforms and advocacy for human rights. Serving as Law Minister during the tumultuous period of the 1970s and 1980s, Sen played a crucial role in upholding the rule of law and defending democratic principles amidst political upheavals and challenges to civil liberties.

Sen's tenure as Law Minister was marked by his efforts to strengthen India's legal institutions, enhance access to justice, and safeguard fundamental rights. He championed the cause of judicial independence and integrity, advocating for reforms to ensure the judiciary's autonomy and effectiveness in upholding the rule of law. Sen's commitment to human rights was evident in his support for legislative measures to protect the rights of marginalized communities, including tribal populations and minorities.

Moreover, Sen's role in advancing legal education and legal aid initiatives contributed to empowering marginalized and underprivileged sections of society by enhancing their legal awareness and access to justice. His advocacy for legal reforms aimed at protecting the rights of women, children, and vulnerable groups reflected his commitment to building a more equitable and just society.

H.R. Bhardwaj, another prominent legal figure and former Law Minister of India, continued the legacy of his predecessors in promoting an equitable society through legal reforms and upholding constitutional values. Serving as Law Minister during the early 2000s, Bhardwaj faced the challenge of balancing the imperatives of governance with the need to uphold the rule of law and protect civil liberties.

Bhardwaj's tenure as Law Minister was characterized by his efforts to strengthen legal institutions, streamline judicial processes, and enhance access to justice for all citizens. He played a key role in advocating for judicial reforms to address the backlog of cases and improve the efficiency of the judiciary in delivering timely justice. Bhardwaj's commitment to upholding constitutional principles and the rule of law was evident in his efforts to safeguard the independence of the judiciary and protect the rights of citizens.

Furthermore, Bhardwaj's initiatives to promote legal literacy and awareness among marginalized communities contributed to empowering them with knowledge of their rights and entitlements under the law. His advocacy for legal aid and support services aimed at bridging the gap between the marginalized and the legal system, thereby ensuring greater equity and access to justice for all sections of society.

The similarities between India's top law ministers, namely Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Ashoke Kumar Sen, and H.R. Bhardwaj, lie in their shared commitment to promoting an equitable society through legal reforms, upholding constitutional values, and defending the rights of marginalized communities. Despite the differences in their respective periods and contexts, these leaders left a lasting legacy of advancing social justice, equality, and the rule of law in India. Their contributions continue to inspire and guide efforts toward building a more inclusive and just society for all citizens.













The law ministry must advocate for technological integration in the judiciary to accelerate court proceedings. The combination of AI and technology can streamline legal processes, minimize backlog, and improve efficiency through automation and data analysis. This integration, alongside human interaction, is crucial for a transparent and expedited justice system, honoring the visionaries' aspirations for a modernized judicial framework. It will be a true tribute to Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Ashoke Sen, and H.R. Bhardwaj respectively. 
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In his address at a state-level 'Hamara Samvidhan Hamara Samman' campaign in Bikaner, Chief Justice of India D Y Chandrachud emphasized the importance of mutual fraternity in maintaining equality within the country. He questioned how progress could be achieved if people were engaged in conflict rather than cooperation, emphasizing the need for mutual respect in line with the constitutional principles.

Justice Chandrachud underscored the paramount significance of human dignity, a core value in the Constitution crafted by the visionaries, with Dr. B.R. Ambedkar leading the Drafting Committee. He noted that the Constitution was designed to uphold justice, liberty, and equality, along with fostering a sense of fraternity and individual dignity.

Turning his attention to the state of district courts, the Chief Justice highlighted ongoing efforts to enhance their functionality and infrastructure. He stressed the pivotal role of district courts in facilitating access to justice, affirming initiatives to modernize court facilities and improve their operational efficiency.

Discussing the role of technology in the legal landscape, Justice Chandrachud pointed out the strides made in leveraging technological advancements to promote legal awareness and services. He cited the adoption of video conferencing for court hearings, enabling lawyers to participate remotely and advocate their cases effectively. Furthermore, he highlighted efforts to utilize technology for translating judgments into regional languages, thereby enhancing accessibility and understanding among diverse populations.

The Chief Justice also acknowledged the proactive measures undertaken by the Supreme Court to enhance its technological capabilities, demonstrating a commitment to embracing innovation for the delivery of justice. He emphasized the importance of making judgments available in various regional languages to ensure broader dissemination and comprehension across different linguistic communities.

Union Minister of State for Law, Arjun Ram Meghwal, also delivered remarks at the event, underscoring the government's commitment to supporting initiatives aimed at upholding the principles of the Constitution and fostering a just and equitable society.
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An NGO filed a contempt plea in the Supreme Court on Thursday, challenging the State Bank of India's (SBI) application requesting an extension until June 30 to disclose the specifics of each electoral bond cashed by political parties.

Chief Justice D Y Chandrachud, leading a bench, acknowledged the arguments presented by lawyer Prashant Bhushan, representing the NGO Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR), regarding his intent to initiate contempt proceedings in the matter.

Bhushan highlighted that the SBI's request is expected to be scheduled for March 11, and suggested that the contempt application should be concurrently addressed.

The Chief Justice responded by saying, "Please send an e-mail. I will pass the order."

The SBI had petitioned the apex court on March 4, seeking an extension of time until June 30 to reveal the details of electoral bonds.

In a judgment issued last month, the Supreme Court had instructed the SBI to provide the information to the Election Commission (EC) by March 6.
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                                 by Prashant Tewari / 21 February 2024 
                                 Renowned jurist and senior Supreme Court advocate Fali Nariman passed away today at the age of 95 at his residence in Delhi. Nariman, a distinguished legal figure, was honored with the Padma Bhushan in 1991 and the Padma Vibhushan in 2007 for his exceptional contributions to the field of law.

Beginning his illustrious career at the Bombay High Court, Nariman later relocated to Delhi, where he earned acclaim for his legal acumen and advocacy skills. Notably, he served as the Solicitor General of India in 1972 but resigned from the position in 1975 in protest against Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's declaration of Emergency.

Throughout his career, Nariman's commitment to upholding the principles of justice and constitutional values was evident. He held the esteemed position of President of the Bar Association from 1991 to 2010, further demonstrating his dedication to the legal profession and the welfare of the legal community.

Nariman's passing marks the end of an era in the Indian legal fraternity, leaving behind a legacy of integrity, excellence, and unwavering commitment to the rule of law. His contributions have left an indelible mark on the legal landscape of the country, and he will be remembered fondly for his profound impact on the field of law.

Throughout his seven-decade-long career, Nariman remained steadfast in his devotion to upholding individual freedoms within the framework of the Indian constitution. His profound understanding of not just legal principles but also history, current affairs, and various other disciplines, as advocated by his friend Ram Jethmalani, distinguished him as a legal architect rather than a mere practitioner.

In his widely acclaimed book, "Before the Memory Fades," Nariman echoes the sentiments of Edmund Burke, emphasizing the role of legal education in fostering acuity and vigilance against misgovernment and tyranny. His unwavering allegiance to constitutional principles led him to critique judicial decisions, notably expressing dissent over the Supreme Court's judgment on Article 370, while maintaining respect for the institution.

Among Nariman's landmark cases, the "National Judicial Appointments Commission case" stands out, wherein he successfully defended the autonomy of the judiciary against executive interference, thus safeguarding a crucial aspect of India's democratic fabric.
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                                 by Opinion Express / 19 March 2024 
                                 









The United Nations' World Meteorological Organization (WMO) confirmed that 2023 was the hottest year on record, marking the culmination of the hottest decade ever recorded. This revelation underscores the urgent climate crisis facing the planet. The average near-surface temperature in 2023 was 1.45 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, dangerously close to the critical 1.5-degree threshold set in the 2015 Paris climate accords.












The WMO's State of the Climate report issued a "red alert" to the world, emphasizing that climate change goes beyond rising temperatures. Record-breaking events such as unprecedented ocean warmth, glacier retreat, and Antarctic sea ice loss are causes for significant concern. Marine heatwaves affected nearly a third of the global ocean daily, with over 90 percent experiencing heatwave conditions at some point in the year, posing threats to marine ecosystems and coral reefs.

The report highlighted alarming trends like the largest glacier ice loss since 1950, especially in western North America and Europe. Alpine glaciers in Switzerland lost 10 percent of their remaining volume in just two years. Antarctic sea ice extent hit a record low, and sea levels rose to their highest since satellite records began in 1993, with a sea level rise rate doubling over the past decade.

These climate shifts are exacerbating extreme weather events, flooding, droughts, and food insecurity, impacting millions globally. The number of acutely food-insecure people doubled from 149 million before the pandemic to 333 million by the end of 2023. However, there is a glimmer of hope in the surge of renewable energy generation, which increased by nearly 50 percent in 2023.

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres emphasized that despite the dire situation, humanity still has a chance to limit long-term temperature rise below 1.5 degrees Celsius and mitigate the worst effects of climate change. The report serves as a stark reminder of the urgent need for global action to address the climate crisis and protect the planet's future.
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                                 by Dr. Vishal Sing / 13 March 2024 
                                 The People's Republic of China (PRC) has emerged as a dominant force in global technology development and acquisition, utilizing a variety of methods, both legal and illegal, to bolster its technological prowess and military strength. The PRC's aggressive pursuit of advanced technologies through international collaborations and investments raises concerns about the dual-use nature of these technologies and their impact on diplomatic relations.

To counter unauthorized technology transfer, nations have implemented regulatory frameworks like the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). However, the PRC's sophisticated evasion tactics, such as establishing front companies and exploiting regulatory ambiguities, undermine these controls. The LinkOcean Technologies case exemplifies how such tactics are used to circumvent export controls, highlighting vulnerabilities in regulatory frameworks.

The PRC's talent acquisition strategies, like the Thousand Talents Plan (TTP), attract overseas scholars to bolster domestic science and technology capabilities. However, controversies arise, particularly concerning military advancements and sensitive technologies. Talent recruitment intersects with emerging technology fields like artificial intelligence, posing legal risks and ethical questions.

Strengthening oversight and transparency in international research collaborations, along with enforcing export controls and disclosure requirements, is crucial. The international academic and research community must be vigilant in fostering innovation while preventing exploitation.

Intellectual Property (IP) Theft poses a significant threat to economic stability and innovation. Despite efforts to enforce IP laws, China's inadequate protection measures contribute to substantial economic losses globally. Addressing IP theft requires international cooperation to safeguard creative and innovative outputs essential for economic advancement.

In the realm of digital espionage, the PRC's cyber activities pose a direct threat to national security and international norms. Despite the economic toll estimated at billions of dollars annually, the full extent of military technology theft remains elusive. Future research must focus on the granular categorization of IP theft to tailor countermeasures and safeguard national security.

The rise in illicit technology acquisition by the PRC undermines international collaboration, economic stability, and security. Collaboration among countries like the US and India is crucial to combatting this threat and maintaining the integrity of the digital system.

Improving cyber defense techniques, promoting openness and cooperation in technical development, and investing in research and development are essential counter-strategies. Establishing global legal standards and enforcement systems, improving information sharing, and fostering innovation through international consortia can mitigate susceptibility to technology theft.

India's engagement with global powers to combat PRC's technology acquisition plans signifies a commitment to safeguarding the authenticity of the worldwide innovation environment. This joint effort protects economic interests and national security while fostering understanding and collaboration in a digital era characterized by equality and mutual respect.

Dr. Vishal Singh Bhadauriya and Dr. Kunwar Alkendra Pratap Singh are from the Plasma Astrophysics Research Laboratory, Department of Physics, Institute of Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi 
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                                 by Rayees Masroor� / 13 March 2024 
                                 'Education is the cornerstone of progress and prosperity, the teachers deserve to be accorded the respect and remuneration commensurate with their important role'.

In the contemporary world education is the most important tool that can be used for achieving the full human potential and progress of a nation. The era of globalization has come up with new issues and challenges, especially for the developing nations. To educate the people for harmonious development, the private sector seems to be gaining more ground in the modern welfare state. To cope with the modern educational challenges and to address the growing demand for quality education, the state and governments in different parts of the world have accorded a lot of scope to the privatization of the education sector. In our scenario at the national or UT level, private education has seen a lot of growth during the last three decades.

With growing unemployment thousands of educated young boys and girls have become part of this private educational setup in the capacity of teachers and various non-teaching assignments. Ideally, it looks good with a growing literacy rate and people getting absorbed in the private sector but the reality is far from the perception.

Over the years with no policy in place, private school teachers face a dire plight as they struggle to make ends meet on meager wages due to the prevailing unemployment crisis. The confluence of unemployment and violations of their rights, including the flouting of minimum wage laws, has left these educators in a vulnerable position. They are forced to accept lower wages due to a lack of alternative employment options. This exploitation perpetuates a cycle of financial insecurity for these educators, impeding their ability to provide for themselves and their families adequately.

Furthermore, On many occasions private school owners in the region are in violation of the Minimum Wages Act, exacerbating the challenges faced by teachers. The failure to adhere to mandated minimum wage standards represents a fundamental breach of the rights of these educators. This flagrant disregard for labor laws has created an environment where the contributions of private school teachers are undervalued and their basic economic rights are systematically undermined.

The government of Jammu and Kashmir must address this pressing issue and take concrete steps to rectify the situation. A comprehensive policy framework specifically designed to protect the rights of private school teachers is urgently needed. This policy should encompass provisions to ensure that these educators receive fair and just compensation in line with the Minimum Wages Act. Additionally, measures should be put in place to hold private school owners accountable for adhering to these standards, with appropriate penalties for non-compliance.

In formulating this policy, the government must also consider the holistic well-being of private school teachers, acknowledging the profound impact of financial stability on their overall quality of life. Access to healthcare, housing, and other essential amenities should be included in the policy framework to ensure that these educators are not only compensated fairly but also supported in leading dignified and secure lives. Efforts should be made to create avenues for professional development and career advancement for private school teachers. By investing in their continued education and training, the government can empower these educators and provide them with opportunities for growth within the education sector. This not only benefits the teachers themselves but also enhances the quality of education imparted to students in private schools.

In addition to these proactive measures, the government should also establish channels for private school teachers to voice their grievances and seek recourse for any violations of their rights. This could take the form of an independent body or ombudsman tasked with addressing labor-related issues and ensuring that the concerns of private school teachers are heard and acted upon.

The government must engage in dialogue with private school owners to foster a mutual understanding of the challenges faced by teachers and the necessity of upholding their rights. Collaboration and cooperation between all stakeholders are vital to bring about meaningful and lasting change in the treatment of private school teachers in Jammu and Kashmir.

Beyond the immediate policy considerations, the broader societal attitude towards the value of education and the role of teachers must be transformed. Recognizing the indispensable contribution of educators to the fabric of society is essential in effecting long-term change. Education is the cornerstone of progress and prosperity, and the teachers who dedicate themselves to this noble cause deserve to be accorded the respect and remuneration commensurate with their important role.

The plight of private school teachers in Jammu and Kashmir demands urgent attention and the government has a responsibility to enact policies that safeguard their rights and well-being. By addressing the issue of unemployment, ensuring adherence to the Minimum Wages Act, and implementing a comprehensive policy framework, the government can signal its commitment to upholding the dignity and rights of private school teachers. It is imperative to recognize the invaluable contribution of these educators and take decisive action to improve their working conditions and quality of life. The time is ripe for the government of Jammu and Kashmir to stand in solidarity with private school teachers and demonstrate its unwavering commitment to justice, equality, and the empowerment of all its citizens. Only through proactive and deliberate measures can we ensure a brighter and more equitable future for private school teachers in the region.

(The author is a writer, columnist, and Academician, and can be reached at Rayeesrocks20@gmail.com)
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                                 by Dr. Sandhya Dub / 13 March 2024 
                                 Analysis of household consumption surveys is integral for discerning the underpinnings of an economy—its trajectory, its resilience, and its demand potential. As consumption drives a substantial part of economic growth, these surveys unravel the narrative of an economy's strength and the well-being of its citizens. The latest household consumption survey 2022-23 by MOSPI, NSSO presents a striking development: a near doubling of consumption expenditure from 2011-12. This leap underscores inflationary trends and possibly reflects improved living standards and consumption capabilities of Indian households. Such consumption growth is a testament to an economy’s expanding potency, often heralding sustained developmental progress.

However, the widening rural-urban gap in consumption reveals underlying structural disparities. Rural India, with more frugal means, contrasts sharply with urban folks with louder consumption habits. This split is a salient reminder of the differing priorities and access to resources, which policy must aim to bridge. Inequalities in consumption weave through the societal fabric, with survey data illustrating disparities amongst social groups and regions. Steeper ascendancy in consumption in more affluent states stands juxtaposed to modest increments in lesser-developed regions, painting a tableau of uneven economic vibrancy across India's diverse landscape.   Medical expenses (hospitalization) have swelled, arguably accelerated by the pandemic, increased pollution, and a general rise in healthcare awareness. Further, it is alarming to observe that the share of medical expenses in rural household consumption has surpassed urban expenditure on the same over the previous decade. This trend signifies that healthcare needs, which are essential for the well-being and productivity of a population, are becoming increasingly burdensome. In rural areas, where incomes are typically lower and access to healthcare is more challenging, higher health expenses can lead to financial distress and divert resources from other critical areas such as education and nutrition. Further, this pattern of rising medical expenditures suggests systemic issues in the healthcare system, potentially including inadequate public health infrastructure, limited preventive care, and escalating costs of medical treatment. Such disparities necessitate a multi-faceted policy approach that addresses affordability, access, and quality of healthcare services.

Conversely, education expenditure has contracted. This intriguing trend may be argued from a range of possibilities: perhaps a disconnect between education and employment outcomes, the deteriorating perception of education quality, or the digital revolution's successful incursion in making learning more affordable.

Despite these creases, the survey brings to light India's formidable achievement in poverty reduction. A burgeoning middle class is expanding the bottom of the consumption pyramid, unveiling a market with enormous demand potential. The undercurrents suggest a resilient consumption base capable of fuelling India's growth engine, poised to provide a robust push to the nation's economic aspirations. Such promising horizons reaffirm a collective optimism in India's enduring ascent on the global stage.

Source: Household Consumption Expenditure Survey (2022-23), NSSO Survey, MOSPI, GOI

By: Dr. Sandhya Dubey Ph.D, National Institute of Educational Planning and Administration, New Delhi
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                                 by Ramlal / 02 March 2024 
                                 On January 22, 2024, in the ancient city of Ayodhya, an unforgettable confluence of unity, reverence, devotion, and harmony was witnessed. People from every corner of the country, from diverse backgrounds and beliefs, gathered together to witness the Pran Pratishtha of Shri Ram Lalla in the grand Ram temple. The arrival of Shri Ram Lalla not only stirred a wave of enthusiasm throughout India but also spread a wave of renewed enthusiasm across the world.

This magnificent event, probably unprecedented in the history of India, showcased a unique blend of meticulous planning at the micro-level and grand inclusion at the macro-level. In Ayodhya, the echo of every Indian and ancient civilization, every sentiment, and every tradition found its reflection under the shelter of Lord Shri Ram. From the secluded islands of Lakshadweep and Andaman to the distant mountains of Ladakh, from the lush forests of Mizoram and Nagaland to the sands of the Rajasthan's deserts, all 28 states and 8 union territories of India witnessed this grand event, with all languages of India echoing the sentiment that 'Ram Sabke Hain.’

The process of inviting guests began in September 2023, starting from compiling the list of invitees to personally inviting them, and even reaching out to remote areas of the nation. Ultimately, each invitee was assigned a unique code. The program was entirely structured around religious, spiritual, and social themes. As a result, only the heads of national and state political parties and the CM of the host state were invited to the ceremony, Invitations were not extended to any central ministers or chief ministers. This was also a widely discussed topic among the invited distinguished guests on that day.

Representatives from various donor categories, ranging from those donating as little as 10 rupees to millions, were present at the event. A total of 131 prominent and 36 tribal representatives, representing different origins of the Indian ancient religious traditions, were present. This included representatives from all major traditions such as Akhadas, Kabir Panthi, Raidasi, Nirankari, Namdhari, Nihangs, Arya Samaj, Sindhi, Nimbark, Buddhists, Lingayats, Ramakrishna Mission, Satradhikar, Jains, Banjara community, Maitei, Chakma, Gorkha, Khasi, Ramnamis and others. Representatives from scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, and nomadic tribes were also present. Different religions like Islam, Christianity, Zoroastrianism were also represented. Families of District Judge Sri Nayyar, who decided in favor of Ramlalla in 1949, and former Duty Constable Abdul Barkat, who testified, were also invited. The family who was fighting the case against Ramlalla was also invited along with families of former officials of Ayodhya. Families of leaders of the Ram Janmabhoomi movement and lawyers who participated in the judicial process of Ram Janmabhoomi, including advocates, were also present at the event. Along with the Current President and Vice President of India, former Presidents and former Prime Ministers were also invited. The event also saw the participation of retired chiefs of all three armed forces who were vigilant in ensuring India's security, as well as recipients of the Param Vir Chakra. Scientists from ISRO who led India to the moon and scientists who developed the Indian COVID-19 vaccine were also present. Several former Chief Justices of the Supreme Court, retired judges, retired administrative and police officers along with Indian diplomats who worked in various countries were present, as were eminent lawyers, doctors, CAs, and directors/editors of newspapers and TV channels, as well as renowned social media influencers. Industrial families from large corporations were also present at the event, along with members of prominent Royal Families. Players who represented India in various sports, Artists from various fields such as painting, sculpture, music, literature, instrumental music, dance, etc., including those from Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali, Odia, Assamese, Bhojpuri, Punjabi, and Haryanvi film industries were also present. Representatives from 53 countries were also present at the event. There were 15 Yajmans in the main puja, representing all castes and classes (Sikhs, Jains, Neo-Buddhists, Nishad society, Valmiki society, tribal society, nomadic tribes, etc.) and individuals from all directions of India (North, South, East, West, Northeast) were represented. The event also saw the presence of farmers and laborers, as well as representatives of cooperative and consumer organizations, who contribute to the nourishment and development of the country. Officials, engineers, and workers from L&T and Tata Group were also present. Several workers from the RSS and Vishwa Hindu Parishad, including revered Sarsanghchalak of the RSS Hon'ble Sh. Mohan Bhagwat and Hon'ble Prime Ministers of India Sh. Narendra Modi, also graced the occasion. If Shri Ram Lalla was being Pratishthit, then surely all the gods and goddesses must have been present to bless the occasion.

At the behest of the Shri Ram Janmabhoomi Teerth Kshetra Trust, hundreds of Vishva Hindu Parishad workers were tirelessly engaged day and night, several workers from the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh and other local self-help organizations were also involved in the organization of this event. Their experience in management was subtly reflected in the arrangement of the event, which was being experienced by every devotee present there. Whether it was welcoming, arranging battery-operated vehicles, providing wheelchair facilities, or organizing entry processes, every aspect was meticulously planned. The leaders of the self-help organizations themselves were seen removing everyone's shoes and keeping them aside, even as they continued to serve during their return. Outside the makeshift toilets, arrangements for slippers were also made. Everything was prepared with careful consideration. The citizens and administration of Ayodhya, in coordination with the Trust, set out to beautify Ayodhya. It was a matter of curiosity for the common people of Ayodhya to see how the city transformed suddenly within four months. Cooperation between the Uttar Pradesh and Ayodhya police was commendable, and everyone was impressed with their cooperative behavior. As a result, such a grand event was completed with ease and success. Everyone felt blessed by Lord Shri Ram's presence.

In three days, without any political or corporate event, 71 private aircraft landed in Ayodhya. Arrangements for welcoming and transportation with Saffron Patkas were made at the airports of Lucknow and Ayodhya, as well as at railway stations in Lucknow, Ayodhya, Varanasi, Gorakhpur, Gonda, Sultanpur, Prayagraj, and others. Keeping in mind the needs of various attendees, accommodation arrangements were meticulously prepared for everyone. Tent cities, hotels, ashrams, dharamshalas, as well as arrangements for staying with 200 local families were made. The sound of the 'Ram Aayenge' song echoed throughout Ayodhya. Everyone enjoyed the cultural programs in Ayodhya's street till late night.

History bears witness that this was the only event where people of such stature sat on ordinary chairs for 4-5 hours. Former Prime Minister of India, Shri HD Devegowda, sat in a wheelchair for four hours. There were no assistants or security personnel with anyone. Prasad was distributed and served to everyone while they remained seated. In Ayodhya, Regardless of caste, class, or region, everyone was equal - everyone was in unity. Everyone rose above their commitments and socioeconomic status to accept Ayodhya's humble and heartfelt hospitality.

Every city and village in India was eager to welcome Lord Shri Ram. Every village, every neighborhood, and every temple had become Ayodhya. Those who couldn't make it to Ayodhya worshiped in local temples and celebrated by lighting lamps at night. Everyone's hearts and souls were in Ayodhya that day. The entire Ayodhya city and temple complex were decorated with tonnes of flowers to welcome Shri Ramlalla. More than 30 traditional musical instruments from all Indian states, played by various artists, made the atmosphere melodious with Ram bhajans. Thousands of brass bells resonated across the temple complex during the aarti. Along with Lord Ram's arrival, the helicopter showered flowers over the temple complex, making it feel as though the entire divine realm was showering flowers with joy. This event transcended mere celebration; it became a divine experience, a spiritual journey. People were emotional, some were dancing in trance, some experienced heaven, and some the Treta Yuga. Everyone was returning to Ayodhya with Lord Shri Ram. From 3 am the next day, devotees began lining up for the darshan of Shri Ramlalla. Nearly 5,00,000 people visited Shri Ramlalla with enthusiasm and discipline on January 23rd.

This divine event in Ayodhya surpassed the boundaries of cast, status, language, state-hood, or religious beliefs; embracing traditions while advancing progress, and awakening the collective consciousness of a nation. A testament to the eternal legacy of Lord Shri Ram, inspiring millions and uniting them; this event, as the 'Ramotsav' of unity, integrity, harmony, and devotion, will remain alive for ages to come. Remembering Lord Shri Ram, it is now time for all of us to be determined to establish India as a prosperous, affluent, healthy, capable, and respected nation, to establish India as the 'Vishwa Guru.'

Jai Shri Ram!

Ramlal: Sah-Sampark Pramukh, Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
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